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This document is in two sections. First are the  "white" cards, which are the 
responses/answers. We had the best results printing these on "whitish" card 
stock and cutting them out by hand.

The second section contains the "black" cards, which are the questions/prompts. 
I opted not to do these as white-on-black to save time and ink. Instead, we printed 
them on a yellow card stock and it worked just fine.

About these cards:
I created this deck as a custom game to play at my son's 9th birthday party. I felt 
like he and his friends (and the adults) would enjoy the core mechanic of Cards 
Against Humanity, but of course there's no way we'd expose our youngsters to 
the vile things in the original game. And while a lot of people recommended 
Apples to Apples as an alternative, it really isn't the same mechanic. So I decided 
on making a custom CAH deck that retains the naughty nature of the original, but 
toned down to a mostly-appropriate-for-the-single-digit-age-group level. I also 
wanted to focus on situations, words, and references that would tickle my kids' 
funnybones.

The game seemed to be a hit at the birthday party, so I decided to collect and 
organize these into a single package that others like you can print and play with 
their own friends and families.

So I hope you have fun with these, and let me know if you decide to expand on 
them. Oh, and of course a huge thanks to the person who runs 
biggerblackercards.com -- it's a super-easy site for creating PDFs of custom CAH 
cards, and is the tool that made this deck possible.

Enjoy!



a lot of poop just a little bit of poop an unknown amount of
poop

a loud fart a silent fart doggy doo-doo

a used diaper I found
on the side of the road

boogers a booger



President Richard
Nixon's Head in a jar

you know... all of it ALL THE THINGS!!!

a chicken-duck-woman
thing

a bear riding a little
tricycle

that time you burped in
my face

the Lost Ark two reds, a yellow, and
a blue

DOOM!



a swarm of angry bees Grandma Grandma's hair

my precious some dude a lady

a sore loser a bruised banana a fly marrying a
bumblebee



somebody else's
monkey

a chimp named Ray
Ray

my baby teeth

a cavity both of my thumbs something about the
ages

some crazy garbage
called the blood of the
exploited working class

this and that yet another Death Star



that David Bowie song Taco Tuesday Fuzzy Wuzzy

a bag full of sausages Jar Jar Binks Grandpa's toenails

stuff a board with a nail in it a Dwarf named
Smellybumpkin



a thing in a bag the worst thing on the
Taco Bell menu

a murderous goldfish

my earliest memory the lyrics to "Yellow
Submarine"

whatever you were
talking about

a guy who dresses up
like a bat

eating boogers pants that are 2 sizes
too small



listening to "Everything
is Awesome" on infinite
repeat

that bird over there a cyborg sent back in
time to save Abraham
Lincoln

really greasy french
fries

my bad attitude the word that rhymes
with "orange"

Darth Vader's dentist getting pooped on by a
bird

mostly hydrogen



an invisible lizard on a
string

a nightmare about
Skeletron Prime

kind of a jerk

way too much earwax BALEETED! Herobrine's eyes

half a can of Fish Soda my secret identity Nutella



the word "meh" floor pie Neutral Knievel

Nyan Cat being a cool guy a fuzzy little baby
panda

drooling in your sleep sneezing on
somebody's food

vomit



a suspicious goat a healthy fear of
alligators

a toilet that won't flush

forgetting to change
your underpants

the kind of person who
uses way too many
words in situations
where it's not really
necessary and some
smaller amount of
words would probably
do the trick

a scary public restroom

a puppet that watches
you while you sleep

a tale told by an idiot Dankey Kang



the bathtub the past someone who just
turned 9 years old

the reason we're out of
toilet paper

noobs the monkey bars

someplace they'll never
think to look

the V.F.D. a were-bear



updog kitty high-five a yard gnome

He Who Must Not Be
Named

something normal, like
"Douglas."

Spaceman Spiff

uno, dos, tres, cuatro,
cinco-cinco, seis

some kind of -inator this drawing of a spider



"Black" cards are on the following pages. 

To avoid having to use a bunch of ink printing black backgrounds, I 
made these black-on-white, the same as the "white" cards. I 
recommend printing them on a different color paper to easily tell 
them apart. 

We used a nice yellow cardstock and the text stood out perfectly.



The best book in the
series is Harry Potter
and _____ of _____ .

________, the final
frontier...

My first D&D character
was _______.

Something's waiting in
__________ of Love.

Star Wars Episode V:
________ Strikes Back

One does not simply
walk into ________.

Smells like somebody's
got ________ in their
diaper again.

My dad always gripes at
me about putting
______ in my nose.

A long time ago, in
________ far , far
away...



What's that smell? When life gives you
potatoes, make
_________.

What have I got in my
pocket?

My teacher kinda looks
like ______, don't you
think?

Ow! My eye! My doctor
said not to get _______
in it!

Gentlemen, this is the
M-12 LRV! I like to call it
"______________."

I like my sandwiches
with peanut butter and
_________.

To mine obsidian, you'll
need a pickaxe made of
_________.

I do not like Green
Eggs and ________. I
do not like them, Sam-I-
Am.



I can never remember
how to spell
____________.

I accidentally
summoned
______________ during
a blood moon!

Welcome to
_______.net ... It's DOT
COM!

Don't drink out of this
cup-- i keep ________
in it.

Pikachu uses ______.
It's super effective!

What does the fox say?

Next year I hope I get to
be _______ in the
school play.

I lost my allowance
because I forgot to
clean up ________.

When I grow up, I want
to be ______, just like
my mom. Not _____,
like my dad!
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